Campaigns begin for ND elections

By EMILY HAGE
News Writer

Campaigning for the Feb. 8th Notre Dame student body presidential elections officially begins today.

Candidates are, in alphabetical order:

• Frank Flynn and Nikki Wellmann;
• Stephanie Gallo and Christopher Browning;
• Joseph Karian and Samuel Thomas;
• Tom Kovats and Michael Connelly (running as co-presidents);
• Christopher Murphy and Emily Blons; and
• David Reinke and Lara Tickey.

Flynn, Stanford Hall president and student government special projects commissioner, and Wellmann, the resident assistant of Zahm Hall, plan to lobby for summer storage on campus. “The goal is to have a comprehensive listing of courses and teachers including results from teachers, evaluations and the syllabus for each course,” “The Job Bank,” files concerning employment opportunities through alumni, and “The Book Fair,” organized services to help students buy and sell books more efficiently.

“These are four things we hope we can do,” said Flynn and Wellmann.

Future goals for Flynn and Wellmann are to improve undergraduate education, sayaway the hierarchy of financial aid, and develop the social life on campus, said Wellmann.

“We feel confident that we are the only candidates that have the necessary experience and original ideas, which are fully attainable,” said Flynn.

Gallo, Lyons Hall co-president and “Ball Presidents’ Council” representative on the Student Senate, and Browning, Sorin Hall co-president, propose improving the internship programs with Notre Dame alumni, increasing the student club budget by 20% and having more, as well as a better budgetary and policy controls,” keeping text book costs down, and maintaining the security presence on campus.
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Panel: Women’s movement should change structures

By ANNE VENESKY
News Writer

The women’s movement must focus not only on surviving a male-dominated system, but also on reorganizing existing power structures, concluded panelists in a discussion during Saturday’s third annual Day of Women at the Snite Museum.

In discussing “How the Women’s Movement has Affected me in 1992,” panelists talked about the current women’s movement and their own experiences and ideas concerning the direction of the movement.

Comparing the current movement to the earlier women’s movement of the 1960s, many panelists agreed that women must not work simply to survive within a male-dominated society as they may have done in the past.

“We must no longer work for ‘equal pay for equal work’ but must try and change the way the world is structured,” said Mary Yu, a third year law student and resident assistant at Notre Dame.

Deonna Wise, an M.A. student in the Joan B. Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies also spoke on the increasing diversity of the women’s movement in comparison to the 1960s.

“Race and class issues have now been brought into play in the women’s movement. The original movement dealt primarily with the needs of upper middle class Caucasian women, whereas now, the needs of African-American women are being taken into consideration,” she said.

“The many issues faced by today’s women have resulted in a diversity of feminist communities, not only a black feminist movement, but all feminists as well,” she went on to say.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation’s governors, saying universal health care is a “moral imperative,” began formal consensus-building to form a proposal to extend coverage to all Americans.

The proposal adopted by a committee of the National Governors Association calls for guaranteed access to health care for every citizen and minimum federal standards to reduce medical liability costs.

Under its “managed competition” approach, the governors would maintain a national database through which consumers could receive information about the cost and quality of health care services.

In addition, the government would expand its support for primary and preventive health care programs, including periodic health screenings, prenatal care, well-baby care and child­hood immunizations.

“Everybody’s looking for a broad-based basic framework,” said South Carolina Gov. Carroll Campbell, a Republican and member of the committee that designed the plan.

The full association will vote Tuesday on the plan, which will be presented to Congress and President Clinton, who only re­cently left the organization’s ranks. The governors will meet Monday with Clinton to discuss health care and other issues.

Gov. Laxalt Chiles, a Florida Democrat, warned that the fed­eral government “ain’t gonna want this ball” and Congress would prefer that the states deal with health care.

Cost containment is a major focus of the proposal, which says that costs cannot be controlled “unless and until every legal resident has health care.”

It goes on to say that “universal health care is both a moral imperative and an invaluable cost containment strategy.”

The proposal also recommends:

• a national health care board that includes state and local representatives;
• federal minimum standards for the regulation of health insurance development in consultation with the states.
Super Bowl brings more than ratings

You still can remember yesterday clearly, beer, lots of food, football...the Superbowl party to end all Superbowl parties. You think that life can not possibly get much better than this. Many women across the country remember yesterday's events also, but their recollections are much different. Today they are stiff and sore and bruised. They wish they had not stepped in front of the television during a crucial play, or their partner had not lost the football pool, or their team had not won. For many women, football has become the most terrifying game in their lives.

What I'm speaking of is women being battered. Experts, anecdotal evidence, and some preliminary studies all indicate that more women are beaten during and after football games than at any other time—particularly on Superbowl Sunday.

One study found that incidents of domestic violence increase upwards of 40 percent on Superbowl Sunday and the Monday following.

The Surgeon General has also indicated that violence in the leading cause of injury to women ages 15 to 44—more common than car accidents and cancer deaths combined. Statistics from the Senate Judiciary Committee indicate that in one of four reported acts of violence occurs in the home.

Experts say that the phenomena occurs when violence is rarely seen in sports, is rewarded. Batters infer this violence is an acceptable benchmark for their own actions.

Ad executives at NBC received much criticism from women's groups for their initial choice to run an Ad which was ill-placed in a spot before the Superbowl game.

The network finally cracked and allowed one 30 second PSA to run at 4 pm during Sunday's pre-game show.

The spot which showed a man talking from a jail cell ended with the line "I didn't know you could go to jail for hitting your wife," along with a toll free number to report abuse or get help.

The network's new move, a loss of nearly $850,000 in revenue, the exact reason the network is in fear of one of four reported acts of violence occurring in the home.

It should be noted though that despite its reflection, violence in sports is still a problem that involves over a million reports of abuse every year.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Defense Secretary Les Aspin must answer some of the most complex issues involving privacy and the sexual conduct of troops before President Clinton can issue an executive order allowing homose­xuals from being kicked out.

"We will not requisite anything in particular in or out this early during the review process," an aide said. "But the aide added that the aide's latest statement didn't answer many questions for the troops in the fields, according to an aide. "The rules (about privacy and conduct) must be very specific," the aide added, speaking on condition of anonymity.

One of the four-star chiefs has sent a message to his senior commanders noting that the Clinton's decision has created widespread uncertainty among troops in the field, the aide said. "So I'm told to live with Homosexual Joe. Do I have any rights now?" the aide asked rhetorically. "These are the questions the 23- and 24-year-old commanders in the field have to wrangle with now. But what if a homosexual says he's threatened in his unit? New standards must be drawn up so commanders know how to react." 

"Gay men and straight men have been sharing dormitory showers, health clubs for a very long time. ... we don't have ourselves dry cleaned," Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass., said Sunday during an interview on CBS's "Face the Nation." "Gay men and straight men are treated with the proper dignity they deserve." 

"I'm told to live with Homosexual Joe. Do I have any rights now?" the aide asked rhetorically. "These are the questions the 23- and 24-year-old commanders in the field have to wrangle with now. But what if a homosexual says he's threatened in his unit? New standards must be drawn up so commanders know how to react."

"Gay men and straight men have been sharing dormitory showers, health clubs for a very long time. ... we don't have ourselves dry cleaned," Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass., said Sunday during an interview on CBS's "Face the Nation." "Gay men and straight men are treated with the proper dignity they deserve."
Debates
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said Listerman.
The debates enable students to start thinking seriously about current issues, especially the Catholic character issue, said Listerman. "They can give their input and hopefully spark changes in the future."
For students involved, she added, "the best part about the debates is that they get the experience of voicing their ideas and presenting them in debate format."
Best speaker awards will be given to one team member in each of the preliminary rounds. The winning team will receive the travelling trophy and $500

Women
continued from page 1
year the academic departments and the student body president and vice president of the student government. They consist of four debaters, and two alternates are allowed. With fourteen teams participating this year, the debates enable students to share their opinions of professors. They represent "the common student's viewpoints," said Thomas.
"We are the best part about the experiences of Notre Dame students. We have the ideas and perspectives. We are very happy here, but we see minor shortcomings," said Kerian. Dillon Hall residents Kovats and Connelly are campaigning as "two students who want to do what the students want to do," said Kovats. Among their objectives are co-ed dorms, better parking for South Quad residents, and maintenance of the recycling program. "If we really want to get something done, we won't be afraid to do it," said Kovats. Murphy of Flanner Hall and Bliss of Farley Hall plan to study the issues at Notre Dame, said that attending Notre Dame, which she feels is a conservative and predominated institution, has challenged her. "Here I have the opportunity to be a part of shaping women's movements, to be an educator, and to dispel some of the ignorance that exists here," she said.
In looking to the future of the women's movement, the panelists expressed optimism but cautioned that while much has been done to advance the position of women in society, much more work and energy will be required to effect significant changes, especially within local communities.
"We must take what we've learned in the academic and political arenas, take it into the community and muster the wherewithal to conquer the internalized repression felt by women," said Suzanne Marry, assistant professor of government at Notre Dame.

Elections
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the campus, said Gallo. "We have a goal of putting Notre Dame to work. We will achieve that goal by applying our own experiences through the Government with enthusiasm and open-mindedness about tackling the tough problems which we as students face," said Gallo. They have "comprehensive program that addresses a variety of issues," she added.
The platform of Dillon Hall residents Kerian and Thomas includes reforming DART (Direct Access Registration by Telephone) and allowing new linkage program and hold open forums for students to express their views about events on campus, they said. Also included in their platform is the intention to expand the role of the Big Sister/Little Sister program in the academic departments and promote activities for the women of Saint Mary's College, said the platform. "They need to explore who they are and what is their relationship to the world around them, said Whelan.
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Correction
In a story in Friday's edition, The Observer incorrectly listed the names on a ticket for student body president and vice president of the student government. They consist of four debaters, and two alternates are allowed. With fourteen teams participating this year, the debates enable students to share their opinions of professors. They represent "the common student's viewpoints," said Thomas.
"We are the best part about the experiences of Notre Dame students. We have the ideas and perspectives. We are very happy here, but we see minor shortcomings," said Kerian. Dillon Hall residents Kovats and Connelly are campaigning as "two students who want to do what the students want to do," said Kovats. Among their objectives are co-ed dorms, better parking for South Quad residents, and maintenance of the recycling program. "If we really want to get something done, we won't be afraid to do it," said Kovats. Murphy of Flanner Hall and Bliss of Farley Hall plan to study the issues at Notre Dame, said that attending Notre Dame, which she feels is a conservative and predominated institution, has challenged her. "Here I have the opportunity to be a part of shaping women's movements, to be an educator, and to dispel some of the ignorance that exists here," she said.
In looking to the future of the women's movement, the panelists expressed optimism but cautioned that while much has been done to advance the position of women in society, much more work and energy will be required to effect significant changes, especially within local communities.
"We must take what we've learned in the academic and political arenas, take it into the community and muster the wherewithal to conquer the internalized repression felt by women," said Suzanne Marry, assistant professor of government at Notre Dame.

Women must educate themselves to use the power of their sexuality as a means of developing self-respect," she added.
"The gap between ideology and putting our ideas into practice must be closed," concluded Duffey.
The panel discussion was jointly sponsored by the Gender Studies Program, The Slate Museum of Art, and the Alice Tully Endowment for the Fine Arts.
A debate between the candidates will be held on Wednesday, Feb. 3 at 7:30 p.m. in the Ball Room of LaFortune.

BRUNO'S PIZZA
289-4625
2610 Prairie
18" Large Pizza $9.75
(two toppings)
DINE IN OR CARRY OUT ONLY
Offer sold Monday through Thursday until the end of May

The 1993 NASCCU Conference presents
Jesse Jackson

Interested in Films? Directing? Acting?
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE!
Get An Early Jump and Start Making Your Movies For March 26th
Morrissey Film Festival
Questions? Call Rian Akey at X3596 or Paul Matthews at X3597
Clinton returns, meets governors

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton returned Sunday to the White House for meetings with the nation's governors following a two-day retreat with his Cabinet that he convened to discuss plans for reviving the economy.

Dressed in blue jeans and a brown leather jacket, Clinton bounded off the Marine One helicopter at dusk and ducked into the White House to watch the Super Bowl and get ready for the evening meeting with the nation's governors.

"We worked hard for two days and it was great," Clinton said, shouting to reporters above the roar of his helicopter after he returned from Camp David, Md. It was his first trip as president to the compound in the Catoctin Mountains north of the White House later in the evening.

Several members of his Cabinet and staff arrived by bus to the White House later in the evening, but refused to talk to reporters.

"We worked hard for two days and it was great," Clinton said.

"I believe (Agriculture Secretary) Mike Espy said he got a bowling lesson from the president," Myers said.

Asked if he finished his economic plan at the presidential retreat, Clinton said: "We spent a lot of time talking about it."

White House press secretary Dee Dee Myers said several staff members joined the Cabinet at the meeting Sunday. She said about 80 people attended the five-hour session, which was conducted in a large room at Hickory Lodge.

Myers said a wide variety of issues were discussed, including the economy, health care and how federal agencies can better work together.

Clinton's controversial decision to suspend the ban on homosexuals in the military "was not even brought up," said Myers, who refused to provide specific details about the discussions.

It wasn't all work and no play: Myers said Clinton bowed Saturday night. "I believe (Agriculture Secretary) Mike Espy said he got a bowling lesson from the president," Myers said.

The Muslim fundamentalist government of Sudan has been widely accused of oppressing its Christian minority as it grids out a 10-year war with rebels in the south, where most of the Christians live.

The Sudanese Bishops Conference says Christians have been tortured. Missionaries have been forced to leave. Priests have been arrested and parishes closed. Christians say they are closely watched and sometimes rounded up.

The plight of his brethren helped prompt the leader of the world's Roman Catholics to tack Sudan on to the end of his eight-day African pilgrimage, which will first take him to Benin and Uganda.

The military government in Khartoum, seeking to boost its international image, agreed to the visit, even though the Holy See has lodged a protest against its alleged human rights abuses.

In advance of the visit, Sudan has eased travel restrictions, agreed to televise the pope's scheduled open-air Mass and released two jailed priests. But it is uncertain whether those improvements will last.

"It is a question in everyone's mind. What is going to happen when everybody forgets about Sudan when the pope goes home?" said the Rev. Joseph Bragotti, a veteran missionary in Africa.

He said one official told a fellow member of his order, the Khartoum-founded Comboni Missions, that Christians would pay for the pope's visit after he leaves.

MULTICULTURAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

Applications are now available in the Student Activities Office, 315 Lafortune

DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 19, 1993
Dear Seniors: How to Order Your Pants

Yes, it's your last semester. You thought the time would never come, but here you are, counting the days 'til graduation and wondering how'll you'll get everything done.

One thing you won't have to worry about is contributing to the University so you'll be in the lottery for 1993 football tickets. Why? Because you're automatically included. And you'll always be a member, dues-free, of the world-wide Notre Dame Alumni Association. As such, alumni services and programs are available to you.

One of these is Notre Dame Magazine, among the top college magazines in the country. Another is the ALUMNI newsletter which you received in September. Take a good look at the January issue coming soon. It gives you an idea of the activities of the more than 200 Notre Dame clubs as well as information about Alumni Association programs.

Your special status as a Notre Dame graduate starts early -- it starts now. You'll notice that, with your copy of the ALUMNI newsletter, you'll receive a ballot for the Alumni Board of Directors election. Because you will be an alum before these candidates will be seated, you have the opportunity now to vote for the seven new members of the Board.

It's easy! And an official Cotton Bowl memento can be yours as well. Look over the ballot, choose your candidates (vote for seven), and either mail your postage-free ballot or bring your marked ballot to the Alumni Office at 201 Main Building. When you bring in your ballot, you can pick up your free memento of the Irish victory over the Aggies -- the official Cotton Bowl button. It's a bit of memorabilia to remind you of your senior year at Notre Dame.

If you have any questions, drop in to the Alumni Office at 201 Main Building. It's a habit we hope you'll practice often for all the years to come!

Sincerely,

Chuck Lennon, Jr. '61, '62 M.A.
Executive Director, Alumni Association
Assistant Vice President, University Relations

P.S. The Alumni Association is not a fund-raising organization. Because new alumni are often confused about how the football ticket lottery works, however, we'd like to explain that, in order to be in the 94 football ticket lottery, you're asked to contribute a minimum of $25 to the University before December 31, 1993. You'll hear more from your class officers on this.
Dear Editor:

I am not a rabble rouser. I am not a student. I am not a researcher. I am an Assistant Professional Specialist and concurrent Lecturer in French at Notre Dame. The environment, as I am diagnosing it, is run by the myopic bureaucratic status quo that got us our state-of-the-art DeBartolo classroom building.

Then I was scheduled in the bowels of DeBartolo, where I learned I would have to plan any one videotape or laserdisc in the classroom. The instructor's tape goes down to the System Management Center, and then, presumably,DeBartolo Hall is a pleasure to refine and operate. However, it would be a tremendous relief to each classroom (or at least a site videotape player).

If Media-in-Call was created to prevent technological chaos, then it has failed. But the foundation is there for improving the system. I am encouraged by the dialogue DeBartolo Hall has initiated. It is exciting to see so many faculty anxious to use Notre Dame's remarkable resources. That is precisely why I am using this campus-wide forum; I would like for colleagues and students to seriously study the question of how we would like to see DeBartolo Hall work for us.

I am not convinced that our voices were heard when the building was conceived. I do hear many irate voices now that the System is in place. Constructive campus-wide dialog could resolve this anger, and let us correct what is wrong. Just like the instructor's syllabus, DeBartolo Hall is not a finished product. There must always be room for improvement and improve. Spontaneity should go hand-in-hand with technology. At this point, my hands are tied.
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In his State of the State message to the legislature in January, William Donald Schaefer proposed that Maryland offer free sterilization, hormonal contraceptive therapy and rape counseling to women of childbearing age on welfare and free vasectomies to men. The proposal was based on the thesis that the welfare system’s failure to provide incentives for childbearing had contributed to the rapid rise in the state’s population. The proposed legislation was designed to test whether such incentives could be used to reduce the number of unwanted pregnancies and to promote the economic stability of the families involved.

Efforts by government officials and community groups to promote birth control measures have been met with resistance from some segments of the population. A recent study by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development found that only 14% of the women surveyed had received information about birth control methods from their doctors, and that many of those who had received information were not convinced of the need for it. The study also found that a significant percentage of women who had received information about birth control had not used it, either because they did not understand its effectiveness or because they did not believe it was necessary.

In response to this resistance, the state has decided to increase funding for reproductive health services, including Planned Parenthood, in order to provide more information and help women make informed decisions about their reproductive health. The state has also decided to increase funding for research on contraceptive methods, in order to find new and more effective ways to prevent unwanted pregnancies.

In 1975, the state passed a law requiring all public high schools to include contraceptive education in their health curriculum. Since then, the number of teenagers who have had sexual intercourse has fallen significantly, and the number of pregnancies among teenagers has also declined. However, the state has not been able to completely eliminate the problem, and there is still a significant need for reproductive health services and educational programs.

The state’s efforts to promote birth control are being supported by a variety of organizations, including the American Civil Liberties Union, the National Organization for Women, and the National Council of Churches. These organizations are working together to promote reproductive health rights and to ensure that all women have access to the information and services they need to make informed decisions about their reproductive health.
Preventing sexual assault, harassment, alcohol abuse and protecting students' personal safety. Do these seem like the goals of security at Notre Dame today? Well, they are not only today's goals but were also the goals of 20 years ago with the advent of the age of coeducation at Notre Dame.

When female dormers took up residence in Badin and Walsh Halls during the fall of 1972, came the now familiar deterrents and friendly security guards that protected female dormers and keep men out while the greater population sleeps. Lighting up a buzz throughout campus.

But perhaps the biggest security challenge that administrators had with the arrival of women was simply "the difficulty in making them conscious of safety because Notre Dame is so ideal. It's just difficult to persuade them that something bad could happen to them here," said Sister John Myriam Jones, who served as Associate Provost at Notre Dame from 1972-90.

Adapting security measures for women was done through a group effort of rectors, administration, and campus security.

"Problems were worked out through constant meeting and talking with other women rec­ tors over the years, the male dorm monitors continue to provide the same kind of assistance. But perhaps the biggest security challenge that administrators had with the arrival of women was simply "the difficulty in making them conscious of safety because Notre Dame is so ideal. It's just difficult to persuade them that something bad could happen to them here," said Sister John Myriam Jones, who served as Associate Provost at Notre Dame from 1972-90.
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Cheap thrills

Saint Mary's presents "Europe and the World on 84 Cents a Day"

By MEGAN BRUCHAS
Accent Writer

While travelling through Europe, a student can use nearly 20 ways to find free accommodations, according to Gil White, a noted expert on frugal traveling.

White will share this and over 75 more cost-saving methods and tips tonight at Saint Mary's "Europe and the World on 84 Cents a Day."

International travel can serve as an excellent educational opportunity, according to White. However, the high cost of many travel programs often denies students this chance.

"Travelling is one of the best educations that a person can have," White said. Having seen thirty countries for under a thousand dollars, White hopes to encourage all students to travel.

White's ideas of safety and security during European travel differ from conventional standards of the United States, he said. He claims that Europeans have a more open-minded attitude toward travel than in the United States.

For example, since transportation around Europe can be one of the student's biggest expenses, he suggested hitchhiking, cycling, riding the Euro-rail, or simply walking as alternatives.

There are many ways to get around, yet White said he did most of his by hitchhiking, which is not considered as dangerous in Europe as it is in the United States.

"Europeans have a totally different attitude about hitchhikers," he said. "People will take you with open arms."

When it comes to safety, White stated that despite the apparent danger of rooming temporarily with strangers or hitching rides with motorists, there is a risk in anything that you do.

"If you listen to every warning you will never go out and do anything," he said.

One of White's theories is that students are generally welcoming to hitchhikers, that they won't react negatively, as they aren't expecting anyone to ask for a room.

White said that homeowners are generally welcoming to strangers, that they won't react negatively, as they aren't expecting anyone to ask for a room.

"Travelling alone is preferable to travelling in groups of friends," White said. He said that finding places to stay can become difficult when travelling companions become competitive.

"It becomes harder to find a place to stay and friends start to compete against each other when it comes to boarding," said White.

"Europeans have a totally different attitude about hitchhikers," he said. He added that this practice is common throughout the European countryside, where students simply walk into the homes of strangers and volunteer help in exchange for a place to sleep.

While White hopes to encourage all students this chance.

White's ideas of safety and security during European travel differ from conventional standards of the United States, he said. He claims that Europeans have a more open-minded attitude toward travel than in the United States.

The unique artistic style of John Keech

By ELIZABETH QUINLAN
Accent Writer

Creating free fluid images from such visual elements as waves, rhythms, vibrations and harmonies, innovative artist John Keech has developed a most unique artistic style and this style is now on display at the Little Theatre Gallery in the Moreau Center for the Arts at Saint Mary's College.

Keech, who is from Arkansas State University, uses oil paint on Plexiglass to create the free-flowing, fluid images that have such a mesmerizing effect. As he describes it, "I use tools and materials that seem to seek particular rhythms or wavelengths."

"I use tools and materials that seem to seek particular rhythms or wavelengths."

--John Keech

Keech is able to produce about four pieces a year. The works involve firstly "spontaneously", and then a series of retouchings and varnishing to preserve them. He confines, however, that he likes the older pieces for their "shapely" quality, it makes them "a little more human."

Keech has worked with Plexiglass in this way for about eight years. The current exhibit encompasses the last five years of his work.
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Defense leads Syracuses

(— AP — Defense did the work that Syracuse needed to extend its string of futility in the Carrier Dome.

"Our team effort was our intensely on defense," Lawrence Moten of Syracuse said Sunday night after the Orange beat Ohio State 76-67 Sunday for the third consecutive loss of a ranked team in five days.

Moten scored 15 of his 21 points in the first half to pace the Fighting Irish.

Two baskets by Petruska and a three-point play by Moten pushed the lead to 18-2 run that gave UCLA a 24-14 lead at the break.

It was a carryover from the Irish game. Butler, the leading scorer in Big Ten, got 10 points in the first half as the Pirates lost their third consecutive game and fell from first place in the Big East.

Seton Hall, which has at least four players who are long, strong and fast, was out-quickened by the Orange. Troubled by the Orange's 3-point attempts against a 2-3 zone.

Syracuse Taylops to pace the Fighting Irish.

Notre Dame defense did the work that Syracuse needed to extend its string of futility in the Carrier Dome.

"Our team effort was our intensity on defense," Lawrence Moten of Syracuse said Sunday night after the Orange beat Ohio State 76-67 Sunday for the third consecutive loss of a ranked team in five days.

Moten scored 15 of his 21 points in the first half to pace the Fighting Irish.

Two baskets by Petruska and a three-point play by Moten pushed the lead to 18-2 run that gave UCLA a 24-14 lead at the break.

It was a carryover from the Irish game. Butler, the leading scorer in Big Ten, got 10 points in the first half as the Pirates lost their third consecutive game and fell from first place in the Big East.

Seton Hall, which has at least four players who are long, strong and fast, was out-quickened by the Orange. Troubled by the Orange's 3-point attempts against a 2-3 zone.

"We figured we had to take away their 3-point shooting but you have to be active in the zone against a team like Seton Hall," Seton Hall head coach Dan Hurley said.

Seton Hall, which has at least four players who are long, strong and fast, was out-quickened by the Orange. Troubled by the Orange's 3-point attempts against a 2-3 zone.

"We worked all the time," Hurley said. "But we also missed some relatively open looks by people who are accustomed to making them. It was a very disappointing performance. We had a very poor turnaround, a very poor performance. Syracuse had a lot to do with that.

Seton Hall (15-5, 5-1) in the Carrier Dome and hasn't won since 1950-1951 season.

"We tried to know where Dehere was all the time," Syracuse coach Jim Boeheim said. "Even though we're playing zone, we don't try to make it stand a back-court and let people shoot. We tried to get pressure on him all the time.

Lawrence Moten

Notre Dame

FURTH ERS HOME EXCELLENT NEIGHBORHOOD: NORTH COUNTY SCHOOL, YEAR 1979

WANTED

SUMMER JOBS: ALL LANDIER'S SPORTS PRESTIGE CHILDREN'S CAMPS APODAGRAPH, NEAR LAKE PLACE.

CALL: 600-786-377

Adoption-Adoption. Young couple wants to adopt your bundle of joy. Love to take good care of him. Call Peggy - 1-600-626-666.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. Earn $600-900 weekly or $6000+ summer employment. Free room and board. Over 18. No experience necessary. Must be Fairbanks. For employment contact 1-926-543-456 or A556.

BABBSTIFF WANTED. MUST SPEAK SWARSE JAPANESE. BE A COIN VEND OE OWN AUTO.

CALL: 234-MICHEL

Student Parents is interested in hiring higher-educated students to monitor and help with management training, credit for college credits. Must be a freshman. Paying per credit hour, $6.00. Jost the most interesting position ever. Call 1-924-503-3755 or 926-9909.

BASKETBALL STANDS WANTED.

CALL: 234-3959

Music student seeks common to share bedroom, pleasant apartment in一部部.--. Call Marge (534-7000).

FURNISHED ROOM, $170 mo. N. Wayne. Call 206-6127.

FURNISHED BEDROOM 710, $170 mo. N. Wayne. Call 281-2579.

Lobster Dinner: 7-11 P.M. Held at the Women's Guild, First Congregational Church, 1521 N. Western. $2.50 per person, and includes tea, coffee, cheese, cake. Call 258-9044.

LIVE MUSIC. Needed. Call 483-8888.

NEED 4 KY CAD$$ 1341

Need a Duke University ticket. Will pay $120. Call (708) 835-2208

BASKETBALLS & DOWEL STICKS. Can be picked up anytime between 7-9. Call (708) 835-2208

TO CLOG OR CLOG: Call 219-231-7153.

SECOND HALF SURGE PUSHES BUTLER PAST NOTRE DAME

Butler coach Larry Farmer said that his team's second half surge pushed the Bulldogs to a 31-point victory over Notre Dame Saturday night.

Butler had a tough inside game to jump out to a 10-point lead in the first half, but a huge second half surge, led by the Bulldogs, led to a 25-27 lead at the start of the second half surge.

The Irish led best didn't last long as the Lady Bulldogs won on a 31-point lead in seven minutes putting the game out of reach.

McFarling, player of the week Butler's Julie VosNeilgen scored a season-high 20 points, led the Lady Bulldogs to a 4-year-high 20 points by Irish forward Leslie Bowen led the Butler offense.

Second half surge pushed Butler past Notre Dame.
**Cowboys**

continued from page 16

Norton and Vinson Smith sparked a goal-line stand that stopped the Cowboys on three shots inside the Dallas 1 — the last on an ill-conceived fourth-down pass from the six-inch line. Dallas defensive coordinator Dave Wannstedt — whose prowess helped earn him the head coaching job in Chicago next season — had a nickel defense in on the play and Thomas Everett intercepted Kelly's desperation pass in the end zone.

Everett had a second interception in the fourth quarter that set up a 10-yard TD run by Smith. Then Norton scored — taking in a fumble from 9 yards out after it bounced into his arms following a high snap.

That first interception was typical for Buffalo. With and without Kelly, who reinjured his right knee with 6:52 left in the game, it couldn't produce a touchdown. With and without Kelly, it couldn't produce the big plays typical for Buffalo. With and without Kelly, it couldn't produce a half-century deficit in the wild-card game with Houston, had no chance to come back on the final play of the third quarter, when it had to.

Frank Reich, who engineered the biggest comeback in NFL history when he brought the Bills from 29-down to a victory in Super Bowl history, continued his dominance over the Cowboys.

He was the quintessential quarterback for a franchise that seemed to be in a perpetual state of mediocrity under former coach Jimmy Johnson. Reich was a natural match for Johnson at Miami. And he was a natural match for Johnson at Dallas. "Everybody gets along because everybody wants the same thing. That's one of the great things about our team. We all discuss and listen to each other. Then, we can say, 'Hey coach,' and they listen," Reich said.

That direction has been up ever since that 1-15 disaster. It shows no signs of abating: the Cowboys are the youngest team in the league and Johnson has only begun his tenure.

**MVP**

continued from page 16

quarterback and go from there. Aikman was his man from the beginning.

It seems like ages ago. Aikman had impeccable credentials for the assignment. In two seasons at UCLA, he completed 64.8 percent of his passes for 5,298 yards and 41 touchdowns. He finished his college career as the third-rated quarterback in NCAA history and took the Bruins to 20 victories in 24 games, many of them in the shadow of the San Gabriel Mountains that provide a picturesque backdrop for the Rose Bowl. Aikman had started his college career at Oklahoma, where his family moved when he was 12 years old. He was frustrated there after breaking his leg in a game against John- son's University of Miami team. Aikman then transferred to UCLA, where he blossomed into a star. It was a natural match for the kid from Cerritos, Calif.

Aikman was the last gasp for the Cowboys. "We were last in the league the year before I got here," Johnson said. "We were last in my first year. Now, we're the best."

Johnson has a strong rapport with his players and is close to his coach. He was all smiles when the players doused him with Gatorade near the end of the game. He didn't back off when Emmitt Smith mussed Johnson's normally perfect coiffure.

"We're a very tight team," said star receiver Michael Irvin. "Six catches for 114 yards, two touchdowns inside the Dallas 1 — the last on an ill-conceived fourth-down pass from the six-inch line. Dallas defensive coordinator Dave Wannstedt — whose prowess helped earn him the head coaching job in Chicago next season — had a nickel defense in on the play and Thomas Everett intercepted Kelly's desperation pass in the end zone.
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The Observer

Men's tennis falls to #8 North Carolina

By JONATHAN JENSEN
Sports Writer

The road back to the finals of the NCAA tournament will be a long one, filled with many difficult challenges.

The 6th-ranked Irish men's tennis team learned that lesson first-hand on Saturday, dropping a 4-3 decision to 8th-ranked North Carolina.

"Coach Bayliss said that no matter what happens, not to hold back this match," noted senior Chuck Coleman, "And we gave it our best shot."

Loaded with ranked players, North Carolina challenged the Irish at every singles spot, led by 11th-ranked Roland Thornquist who put together a solid performance to dump Notre Dame's 19th-ranked Will Forsyth 6-3, 6-1 in number-one singles.

But despite the loss at number-one singles, the Irish were able to mount a challenge, as Coleman and Mark Schmidt both defeated ranked players to help coach Bob Bayliss' cause.

Coleman was never threatened in his 6-3, 6-1 effort against 35th-ranked Woody Webb, and Schmidt, playing number-three singles, downed 21st-ranked David Caldwell 1-6, 6-3, 6-3.

Senior Ron Rosas also won, toughing a 7-5, 7-5 decision at number-four singles.

However, the number-five and six singles doomed the Irish, as Chris Wojtalik and Jason Pun dropped their matches.

Notre Dame's top two doubles teams lost Saturday, as the Tarheels' top combo, made up of Thornquist and Daryl Wyatt, dropped Forsyth and Coleman 8-6, and Schmidt and Wojtalik also lost to Steinoir and Brett Button 8-6.

ATTENTION JUNIORS!

Interested in reading at the JPW Mass?

Auditions are on Wednesday, Feb. 3, & Thursday, February 4th from 4 p.m. - 5 p.m. at the Basilica of the Sacred Heart.

Questions? Call Julie at 4-1321

SPORTS BRIEFS

The ND Cricket Club will have practice February 1 at 10 p.m. in Loftus. All are welcome to attend.

Cheerleading and Leprechaun tryout informational meeting will be held February 8 at 7:30 p.m. in the Football Auditorium of the JACC. The clinics start February 15.

The Cycling team will hold an important meeting on February 2 in 123 Nieuwland at 9 p.m. If you have questions, call Sean Carroll at 634-3438.

Center for Social Concerns

Plan a Meaningful and Interesting Spring Break:

Spring Break Seminars
March 7-13, 1993 Experiential/Service Learning

APPALACHIA SEMINAR
- Service Learning at one of seven sites in the Appalachian region
- One-credit Theology

CULTURAL DIVERSITY SEMINAR
- Explore the cultural richness of Chicago
- Experience diversity
- Examine related concerns
- One-credit Theology or Sociology

Applications Available at the CSC
Applications Due Tues., Feb. 2

Gates Toyota
20% off to all students and faculty when servicing your Toyota at Gates Toyota Service Department. Shuttle Bus available to Notre Dame and University Park Mall. Call 217-4005

Oil Changes for just $20.55
"I love what you do for me."

FREE TANNING

CHICAGO HAIR CUTTING CO.
IN MOUNT PLEASANT
4649 DUNHAM ROAD

FRI/SAT 5:00-9:00
SUN 1:00-5:00

TOYOTA

PHOTO BY JONATHAN JENSEN
Lake Superior, Ferris State top Notre Dame

By DOMINIC AMOROSA
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame hockey team went on the road this weekend looking to improve their playoff standing in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association. Instead, they absorbed two lopsided defeats.

Lake Superior State beat the Irish 4-1 on Friday, while Ferris State destroyed Notre Dame 9-3 on Saturday.

"We had high expectations for an upset at Lake State considering we played so well at home back in October," said Irish junior captain Matt Osiecki. "We had some mental breakdowns and played poorly from the start," said Irish senior Dave Bankoske.

Osiecki made a harsher comment by saying "we played terrible and didn't give ourselves a chance to win." The first period ended 1-1 with 15:00 left in the second period. That would be Notre Dame's only goal as Lake's Darrin Wetherill scored with 1:30 left in the second period and Dean Hallett scored two goals in the final period to close out the scoring.

"I thought we played well against Lake Superior which gave us optimism for Saturday," said Irish coach Ric Schafer. As for Saturday night, it wasn't close from the outset, as Ferris State broke out to a 3-0 lead before five minutes had expired. FSU's Kevin Smith scored a shorthanded goal to open the scoring 3:14 into the game, and then Mike May scored less than a minute later to make it 2-0. At that point, Schafer made a goalie change by replacing junior Greg Louder with junior Brent Lubrop.

"We were concerned that Louder might not be able to go two straight games and then they scored two quick goals," explained Schafer. The other continued 44 seconds later when FSU's Daryl Filipek scored a power play goal to make it 3-0.

"It was over," said Bankoske. "We lost our momentum and we stayed close throughout the weekend, the Irish committed 20 penalties, including two ten-minute misconduct penalties by Bankoske and Brummitts against Ferris. On Saturday, Notre Dame had 13 penalties. "We lost our composure and we were probably frustrated," said Schafer.

Throughout the weekend, the Irish committed 20 penalties, including two ten-minute misconduct penalties by Bankoske and Brummitts against Ferris. On Saturday, Notre Dame had 13 penalties. "We lost our composure and we were probably frustrated," said Schafer.

The Irish get their chance for redemption next weekend when they face Michigan State in East Lansing on Friday and then play a rematch against Ferris State at home on Saturday.

SOPHOMORES
Interested in organizing the most important and exciting weekend of your Junior year? Applications for the 1994 JPW CHAIRPERSON are now available at the LaFortune Information Desk.

Experience not necessary but incentive is. Curious? Pick up an application today.

DEADLINE - 5 p.m. Friday, Feb. 5th at the student activities office.

Questions?
Call 1 - 2068

Managing Editor

Applicants should have strong management and interpersonal skills, a solid base of Macintosh computer knowledge, basic journalistic and editorial skills and some newspaper production experience. Any full-time undergraduate at Notre Dame or Saint Mary's is encouraged to apply.

Business Manager

Any sophomore or junior Business major at Notre Dame or Saint Mary's interested in valuable work experience is encouraged to apply. Applicants should have strong interpersonal and organizational skills and a basic understanding of accounting principles.

Please submit a three-page statement of intent and a resume to David Kinney by Friday, February 5, 1993 at 5 p.m. For more information about these positions, call Managing Editor John Rock at 631-4541 or Business Manager Rich Riley at 631-5313.
CALVIN AND HOBBES

1. Write a paragraph explaining the significance of Magellan’s expedition.

SPELUNKER

WE WERE AT SPELUNKER WOULD LIKE TO ANNOUNCE OUR ENGAGEMENT FOR STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT. JENNY B. AND THE CARON, MAN’S WRITE-IN CANDIDATE, REMEMBER WHO’S ON TOP!

THE FAR SIDE

Monday night in the woods

CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1 Appalling
6 Diamond slats.
10 Genie’s abode
14 Hooded jacket
15A Maxwell
16 Seaweed
49 Apparent’s relief
50 Overhead railways
57 Move stealthily

1 Church section
2 Street of screams: 10/29/29
3 Bathe and primp
4 Haw.
5 Swimmers distance in a pool
6 Variety show
7 Paint bubble
8 Berlin’s “Say It So”
9 Nigerian singer
10 Varnish ingredient
11 Encore
12 Mother: Comb.
13 Do not rush in dressing
14 Not kept busy
15 — hat (title)
16 Certain hound
17 Singer Torke
18 Restore to office
19 Soldier, in a way
20 Stupefy
21 Not kept busy
22 Overhead railways
23 Move stealthily
24 First Family of Mexico: 1861-53
25 Confront
26 Maroons
27 Moccasins
28 Part of E.S.G.
29 Bro. and sis
30 The sun
31 Not kept busy
32 Bauske and prill
33 The sun
34 Quiz answer
35 Impasse
36 Head: Fr.
37 Bro. and sis
38 Suffix with south
39 Bauske and prill
40 Suffix with south
41 Boast
42 Annapolis sch.
43 Clansman
44 Cyclone
45 Seamen
46 Shop or side
47 Galley
48 Seamen
49 Behave
50 Indigent
51 Suit to
52 Clutch or catch
53 Purpose
54 Pound or stone
55 Onionlike plant
56 Abreast the middle of a ship’s side
57 Hose mishap
58 Poncho
59 Singer Tormé
60 Pound or Stone
61 Onionlike plant
62 Restore to office
63 Restore to office
64 Indigent
65 Hose mishap
66 Pound or stone
67 Get answers to any three clues by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-5556 (75¢ each minute). No. 1221

DOWN

1 Church section
2 Street of screams: 10/29/29
3 Bathe and primp
4 Haw.
5 Swimmers distance in a pool
6 Variety show
7 Paint bubble
8 Berlin’s “Say It So”
9 Nigerian singer
10 Varnish ingredient
11 Encore
12 Mother: Comb.
13 Do not rush in dressing
14 Not kept busy
15 — hat (title)
16 Certain hound
17 Singer Torke
18 Restore to office
19 Soldier, in a way
20 Stupefy
21 Not kept busy
22 Overhead railways
23 Move stealthily
24 First Family of Mexico: 1861-53
25 Confront
26 Maroons
27 Moccasins
28 Part of E.S.G.
29 Bro. and sis
30 The sun
31 Not kept busy
32 Bauske and prill
33 The sun
34 Quiz answer
35 Impasse
36 Head: Fr.
37 Bro. and sis
38 Suffix with south
39 Bauske and prill
40 Suffix with south
41 Boast
42 Annapolis sch.
43 Clansman
44 Cyclone
45 Seamen
46 Shop or side
47 Galley
48 Seamen
49 Behave
50 Indigent
51 Suit to
52 Clutch or catch
53 Purpose
54 Pound or stone
55 Onionlike plant
56 Abreast the middle of a ship’s side
57 Hose mishap
58 Poncho
59 Singer Tormé
60 Pound or Stone
61 Onionlike plant
62 Restore to office
63 Restore to office
64 Indigent
65 Hose mishap
66 Pound or stone
67 Get answers to any three clues by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-5556 (75¢ each minute). No. 1221

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

LOGS ACTA CRAY RESIDES DENDRITIS.COM LANGUAGE IN THEATRE SEXUAL SURFACES PUERILE GREATNESS ADDON BIBI EXPO ADONI INFEND IDLE WEAKS SLEEPER BABBLE CREATION OF MAN ROUGE FROM GODS ATLES ARENA GETESE HOTES ENWA

CAMPUS

Monday

8 p.m. Second City Touring Company, Washington Hall. Admission $5 for students and $8 for general public. Tickets are available at the LaFortune information desk. Sponsored by SUB.

9:15 p.m. Film: “Avanti-Garde Movies.” Annenberg Auditorium.

LECTURES

Monday


4 p.m. Paul and Barbara Henkels Visiting Scholar Series, “Women in Islamic Societies,” Lois Beck, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri. Room 140, DelBartolo Hall. Sponsored by department of anthropology.

6:30 p.m. Disorder Awareness Week. Lecture, “Causes of and Recovery from Eating Disorders,” Valerie Staples, HOPS program. Stapleton Lounge, LeMieux Hall, SMC. Sponsored by SMC Counseling and Career Development Center. Center for Women’s Alliance, Notre Dame Counseling Center, and HOPE of South Bend Memorial Hospital.

7 p.m. Lecture and Slide Show, “Europe on $4 a Day,” Gil White. Carroll Auditorium, Madesiva Hall, SMC. Sponsored by Saint Mary’s College Student Activities Board.

MENU

Notre Dame

Baked Parmesan Chicken
Grill Bar
Bread
Roast Beef Turnover w/Gravy
Carved Prime Rib
Baked Chicken Breast
Country Fried Steak
Waffles
Eggplant Parmesan

Saint Mary’s

Baked Parmesan Chicken
Grill Bar
Bread
Roast Beef Turnover w/Gravy
Carved Prime Rib
Baked Chicken Breast
Country Fried Steak
Waffles
Eggplant Parmesan

If you see news happening, call the Observer at 631-7471.

Thank You.
Cowboys rout Bills for NFL title

MVP Aikman completes perfect story

Super Bowl XIX was billed as the showdown of the year. The Cowboys won the NFC title, the Bills dominated the AFC. The Dallas Cowboys were the only team unbeaten in the NFL. It was the first Super Bowl with a TV audience of over 100 million.

The Cowboys dominated all aspects of the game. They scored on their first five possessions and held the Bills to just one touchdown.

The game started with a bang. Aikman completed passes of 48 and 75 yards to receiver Wesley Walker. The Cowboys took an early 10-0 lead.

The Bills fought back, but Aikman and his teammates had too much firepower. The Cowboys outscored the Bills 17-0 in the second quarter to build a 27-0 halftime lead.

The game only got worse for the Bills in the second half. Aikman completed a 26-yard touchdown pass to receiver Keith Byars, giving the Cowboys a 34-0 lead. The Bills never got closer than 29-0.

With the win, the Cowboys became the first team to win NFL titles in both the AFL and NFL. They also became the first team to win three straight Super Bowls.

The Cowboys' defensive line, led by lunchpailers James Washington and最后一场杰克逊, were relentless. They held the Bills to just 65 rushing yards and forced three turnovers.

The Cowboys' offensive line, led by star tackle Elvin Bethea, gave Aikman plenty of time to throw. He completed 22 of 30 passes for 359 yards and 1 touchdown.

The Cowboys' defense, led by Hall of Famers Everson Walls and Mike Singletary, held the Bills to just 116 total yards.

With the win, the Cowboys became the first team to win three Super Bowls in a row. They were also the first NFL champions from the AFL to win the Super Bowl.